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Title/Name: Dark Night: A True Batman Story (DC Comics, 2016), p. 109: Paul comes to terms with his post-attack demons when he and Jane visit a record store (writer: Paul Dini; artist: Eduardo Risso)
Object Date: 2016
Media Type: Graphic Arts
Classification: Cartoons / Comics
Century/Era: C21
Image Source: Dark Night: A True Batman Story, Paul Dini and Eduardo Risso, DC Comics, 2016
VRC Accession #: 2017-107
Country: USA
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Title/Name: Dark Night: A True Batman Story (DC Comics, 2016), p. 108: Paul comes to terms with his post-attack demons when he and Jane visit a record store (writer: Paul Dini; artist: Eduardo Risso)
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Classification: Cartoons / Comics
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Image Source: Dark Night: A True Batman Story, Paul Dini and Eduardo Risso, DC Comics, 2016
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Title/Name: Dark Night: A True Batman Story (DC Comics, 2016), p. 95: After Jane leaves, Ivan Ivorybill comes to life to cause havoc, but Paul's denial that Ivan is really alive causes the doll to revert back to inanimate (writer: Paul Dini; artist: Eduardo Risso)
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Classification: Cartoons / Comics
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Image Source: Dark Night: A True Batman Story, Paul Dini and Eduardo Risso, DC Comics, 2016
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Country: USA
After Paul wakes up from surgery, he and Jane discuss his recovery and work. Paul: Mom and Dad good?; Jane: Uh-huh. Worried about you. They said they'd come down later this week (writer: Paul Dini; artist: Eduardo Risso)
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Title/Name: Dark Night: A True Batman Story (DC Comics, 2016), front cover (writer: Paul Dini; artist: Eduardo Risso)
Object Date: 2016
Media Type: Graphic Arts
Classification: Cartoons / Comics
Century/Era: C21
Image Source: Dark Night: A True Batman Story, Paul Dini and Eduardo Risso, DC Comics, 2016
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